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• Getting started in data governance
• Real life experiences and success stories
• How to deal with change, cultural and political issues
• Master data management and governance
• How to demonstrate the value of a data governance program 
• How to develop a data governance communication plan 
• Data governance organizations and roles and responsibilities  
• Best practices in governance
• Pitfalls to avoid in data governance initiatives
• Data governance frameworks and templates
• Governance in an ERP environment   
• Metadata and SOA governance 
• Governance, risk and compliance  
• Stewardship
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tueSdaY, June 3 & WedneSdaY, June 4 tHurSdaY, June 5mondaY, June 2

governance & Stewardship improving information integrity through Stewardship
Janine Joseph, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of MN

data governance at a large, bureaucratic, non-profit organization—Year 1 
Pablo Ribold, LDS Church

data Quality: a perspective from data examiners of a Financial regulator 
Lawrence Elliott Blake, Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO)

the creation of data governance at First data corporation (Fdc) 
Austin Barnes, First Data Corp

large-scale data governance on Small-Scale budgets: an implementation case Study 
Tom Greitz, McGraw Hill Education

mobilizing an enterprise data governance Function at a large Financial institution 
Alan Medearis, SunTrust Banks

monitoring compliance to data Service level agreements 
David Loshin, Knowledge Integrity, Inc

taming the beast: tackling the common challenges of data 
Bonnie O’Neil, Project Performance Corp.

challenges of establishing and maintaining data Stewardship 
Anne Marie Smith, EWSolutions

navigating to the future of data governance within your organization 
Steve Zagoudis, Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta

governance risk and compliance 
Anthony Tarantino, IBM

governing master data at lexmark  
Sreedhar Srikant & Carol Young, Lexmark International

data governance: How to understand – and meet – Your organization’s needs
Tony Fisher, DataFlux & Jill Dyche, Baseline Consulting

collaborative asset-based metadata governance 
Alok Arora & Dan Chang, Yosemeta

establishing a data governance through enterprise information model
Rakshit Kapoor, TIAA-CREF

motivation and recognition in data governance: a case Study from  
olmsted medical center 
Mike Meier, Olmsted Medical Center & Gwen Thomas, Data Governance Institute

case Study - data governance implementation by the business
Manshi Joisher, Metlife

data management methodology (dmm), a practical approach to  
enterprise data governance 
Majd Izadian, Cisco Systems

the power of using Flexible data models for master data management Systems
Len Silverston, Universal Data Models LLC

using data governance to power more effective it initiatives 
Becky Robinson, Sallie Mae & Scott Gidley, DataFlux

captain Hook’s method to Shanghai 
How to get inFoSec people into Supporting data governance
David Schlesinger, Security Architect, Metadata Security & Compliance

How to deploy and Sustain a data  
governance practice in Your organization 

Martha Dember, Director, BI and Data Delivery Southeast 
Region, RCG Information Technology

Robert Abate, Global Managing Principal,  
RCG Information Technology 
This tutorial focuses on how an organization implements and 
sustains a data governance practice. This presentation is based 
on real life implementations over the past six years and what 
has worked well and what has not. Pitfalls to avoid, lessons 
learned from prior implementations and best practices will be 
discussed.

a Step-by-Step approach to data  
governance communications 
Gwen Thomas, President, Data Governance Institute
Data Governance requires constant communications between 
program staff, executives, stakeholders, stewards, and mem-
bers of cross-functional teams. Successful programs employ a 
structured, methodical approach and easy-to-use tools. 

This tutorial takes a step-by-step approach to governance com-
munications. The instructor will show how to break communi-
cations into a series of manageable tasks. Then, for each task, 
participants will see best practices and templates, review actual 
communications pieces and complete exercises to create their 
own versions. 

the Stewardship approach to data  
governance: let’s be practical 
Robert S. Seiner, President
KIK Consulting & Educational Services and Publisher, TDAN.com
Many companies insert the data governance discipline into their 
organizations rather than apply data governance to the existing 
culture. Trying to change how your organization “does what it 
does” is a difficult and very involved task. Since the discipline 
of data governance is new (in name and in practice) at most 
organizations, the “non-invasive” approach discussed is this 
workshop will help you to gain the support and involvement of 
the true data stewards. 

optimizing the erp environment through  
data Quality and governance 
Danette McGilvray, President and Principal, Granite Falls
Many companies are migrating data from disparate systems to 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications. Information 
quality can make or break these types of projects – it can help 
a project stay on time and within budget or break the project 
by increasing project costs and timelines due to poor quality 
data. Once the ERP is in production, there are also data quality 
challenges due to managing data in an integrated environment. 
Data governance and stewardship also play important roles in 
the migration project and are critical to the on-going success 
of the ERP.

morning tutorialS
developing an effective culture change
management plan for data governance
and master data management
John Ladley, President, IMCue Solutions 
Pam Thomas, Principal, ChangeConnection

This tutorial is specifically aimed at planning the steps of a 
change management effort focused on governance. This class 
will use role-playing, and relay actual IM project experiences on 
managing organization change – and cover in detail the barriers 
to overcome and the actions required to overcome them. We 
will examine a governance project and a strategic planning road 
map effort. Attendees will leave with a basic tool kit for develop-
ing their own change management plan specifically aimed at 
data governance or master data management.

Simple Secrets for a World class data  
governance program 
Thomas Carlock, Industry Data Governance Specialist
This session will unleash all the real world secrets to Building a 
Data Governance program. We will cover the following factory 
topics in great detail: Maturity assessments, Data Governance, 
Master Data Management, Data Quality, Data Stewardship, 
Building a Business Case with costs savings and ROI, and 
Building a Data Governance Program Guide with guidelines, 
principles, processes and metrics. This session will show you 
how to get started, how to prepare, how to execute, how to 
change the culture of an organization, how to sell-sell-sell your 
program, how to put your program into action and the most im-
portant thing of all... how to get the business value out of your 
information factory. 

data governance case Study Workshop:  
a comparison of programs in all phases of 
implementation 
Robert S. Seiner, President, KIK Consulting and Educational 
Services and Publisher, TDAN.com
This workshop examines several active Data Governance case 
studies, the trials and tribulations of getting started, and the 
open doorways and brick walls of demonstrating value. Not all 
of these organizations take the same approach and some yield 
very different results. Listening to, and learning from, their ex-
periences will enable attendees to anticipate the needs of their 
organization, sell the basic and complex concepts, and provide 
their management and staff a practical perspective of what data 
governance will mean to their organization. 

Supporting Soa-metadata and governance 
in Action 
Peter Aiken, Founding Director
Data Blueprint & Virginia Commonwealth University
This seminar describes the how organizations should use a data 
governance-based approach when implementing SOA and 
other projects that are dependent on proper metadata manage-
ment. We show how to use data governance to “size” projects, 
set mutually agreed upon business and technical expectations, 
and perform verification and validation of key project milestones 
and deliverables.

aFternoon tutorialS
data governance and master data management
Malcolm Chisholm - President, AskGet.com

Master data management (MDM) relies heavily on data governance to be successful. This tutorial explores 
the governance processes and infrastructure that need to be put in place for MDM to work. Each of the  
major components of MDM are examined in turn and their implications in terms of data governance are  
described. Governance elements that are unique to MDM are distinguished from elements that are more generic.  
Different styles of MDM are compared with different styles of data governance, with emphasis on the enforceability 
and ease of adoption. Additionally, the importance of data stewardship in master data production is examined. 

breaking thru the politics in data governance 
Len Silverston - President, Universal Data Models LLC. 

A key to any data governance effort is understanding the personal, cultural, and political environment and 
consciously employing proven principles to enable success. The most successful data governance efforts 
usually share one thing in common: they developed and implemented effective strategies that provided fertile 
cultural and political ground for success. This seminar will share principles, tools, and techniques to empower 
participants in meeting objectives and moving toward effective data governance. The instructor will share  
various insights, showing pitfalls of where data governance efforts can and have gone off course as well as 
sharing keys to successful data governance efforts. There will be interactive exercises where participants can 
practice handling difficult issues that commonly arise by applying principles leading to effective data governance. 

tHurSdaY  tutorialScaSe StudieS & breaKoutS

betting on compliance and data governance
Terry G. Goodbody - Enterprise Data Manager, Pinnacle Entertainment

Is getting buy–in and showing value the major challenge in deploying data governance  
programs? In this keynote, Terry G. Goodbody, of Pinnacle Entertainment will share the 
unique challenges in compliance and data governance in the gaming industry.

While executives in some industries are trying to deal with the ROI for Data Governance 
and Data Quality the Gaming Industry is governed by a higher source the state regulators 
of gaming which require in some cases that people (Data Analyst, Data Architects, Etc.) be 
licensed if they are viewing customer data. Further some states refuse to allow customer 
data to leave their States without prior approval and in some cases not at all. These 
and other data breaches can result in heavy fines that can dramatically impact the bot-
tom line not to mention the reputation of the Casino itself. For Gaming, Data Governance 
and Data Quality is not a nice to have but mandatory if you want to stay in business. 

panel: ethics of data management and data governance
Moderator - Anne Marie Smith, EWSolutions

Panelists - Terry G. Goodbody, Pinnacle Entertainment, David Loshin, Knowledge Integrity Inc
David Schlesinger, Metadata Security & Compliance 

Ethics is a topic that we don’t often think about specifically, yet we act upon every day. As 
individuals we usually have our own compass to guide us on obvious issues of right and 
wrong. The law of the land supplements this with guidance on the more complex issues, 
and then corporations often clarify even further with statements of policy and practice. Yet, 
in an emerging and fast-changing discipline like data management, sometimes figuring out 
the appropriate and ethical way to handle new situations is not obvious at all. Frequently, 
the ethical thing to do conflicts directly with the most profitable thing to do. It’s easy to say 
“do the right thing”, but sometimes the right thing isn’t apparent, from either a legal or moral 
standpoint. In this panel we will focus on the practical issues of ethics in IT and business 
management as they affect data governance. The audience will be encouraged to contribute 
their own experience and perspectives so we can capture the full range of issues.

KeYnoteS

tutorialS
Monday, June 2 &
Thursday, June 5

conFerence
SeSSionS
Tuesday, June 3 &
Wednesday, June 4

exHibit HourS
Tuesday, June 3, 3:30pm - 7:30pm

Wednesday, June 4, 9:30am - 12:30pm A N N U A L  C O N F E R E N C E

Detailed Abstracts and a Full Agenda are 
available for every session at the conference  

website: www.DG-Conference.com

Special SeSSion
data governance template takeaway
6 great Ways to make data governance easier right now

In this special session, Data Governance industry leaders will share the templates they use to promote and administer successful Data  
Governance programs. All of these tools are designed to be customized to different environments and will enable you to quickly and  
effectively add value to your program. This session is targeted at providing numerous takeaways and you will leave with a workbench of 
proven industry work products and templates.

• mdm and governance 

•  building the business case for data governance 

•  data governance organization Structures-What Works and Why 

•  data governance in the Government Sector

Special intereSt groupS iccp approved 

This program has been approved by the Institute for Certification of Computing 
Professionals (ICCP) for awarding contact hours to be credited to Recertification 
records of Certified Computing Professional (CCP), Associate Computing 
Professional (ACP), Certified Business Intelligence Professional (CBIP), and 
Certified Data Management Professional (CDMP). 



attendee registration options
Fee  

If paid after  
May 9, 2008

early Fee  
If paid on  
or before  

May 9, 2008

Attend Entire Event  
Monday - Thursday, June 2-5

Includes lunch on Monday-Thursday

$1,695 $1,595

conference plus one tutorial day  
Monday - Wednesday, June 2-4 or
Tuesday - Thursday, June 3-5

Includes lunch on Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday

$1,495 $1,395

conference only
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 3-4

Includes lunch on Tuesday and Wednesday

$1,195 $1,095

tutorial only 
Monday, June 2 or Thursday, June 5

Includes lunch on Monday or Thursday

$795 $745

non-attendee, cd-rom only option
Includes workshops, tutorials, conference sessions,  
and seminars on CD-ROM. Sales tax will be added to  
California Orders. All CDs will be shipped after the conference.

$395

1. go to:
www.dg-conference.com

2. call 310.477.4475

venue & regiStration inFormation

tHe conFerence 
Will be Held at:

to regiSter:

data governance has emerged as a new discipline in response to both regulatory requirements 
as well as business necessity. The Data Governance Conference will focus on the “how-tos” in getting started 
as well as sustaining a data governance and stewardship program. The conference includes in-depth tutorials 
and presentations by leading data governance experts and case studies from more than a dozen organizations.

Hotel Kabuki
1625 post Street
San Francisco, ca 94115
415.928.1900

Arrangements have been made for discounted 
room rates of $149 (single/double) per night 
for conference attendees. These rates are 
available until May 9 or until the room block 
sells out, whichever comes first.

To make a reservation by phone, please 
call 1.800.533.4567 (or 1.415.928.1900 for  
International callers) and ask for the  
“data governance” group rate.

June 2-5, 2008 • Hotel Kabuki • San Francisco, california 

A N N U A L  C O N F E R E N C E

THE  PrEMIEr  CONfErENCE  IN  DATA  GOvErNANCE

register 3 and your 4th team member attends Free!! For every three people from your organization that pay and register for the entire 
event (conference and tutorial) by May 9, 2008 you will receive a free tutorial and conference registration for a team member!  

Additional 25% discount if you register 5 or 6 from your organization. You must register the entire team together to take advantage of this  
offer. Please call 310.477.4475 or send an email to info@wilshireconferences.com if you need assistance.

additional discount for:
Members of DAMA, the Meta-Data Professional Organization (MPO), IDMA, and participating ERwin User Groups. 
contact info@wilshireconferences.com for details.

GrouP diScounTS


